Reminder

- End of Year reports are beginning to open
  - Check these to monitor your data
    - Data Validation Wizard (Wave)
    - District Ownership Wizard (Wave & SSO)
    - STN System (SSO)
    - XSD Wizard (Wave)
Reminder

• STNs are being worked on by DIS

• Districts may notice a change in a STN for a student we are working with the following offices to make this a smooth transition
  • Accountability
  • Assessment
  • English Learners
  • Special Education
Reminder - STN

• STN work is done to ensure we can display all historical information for a student
Reminder

• Demographic Overlay now open.
  • Closes May 14, 2021.
  • Accountability@sde.ok.gov for questions

• Annual Statistical Report (ASR) is open
  • Look at your calendars first THEN attendance.
    • Request Attendance and Membership calculations are based on the calendar
    • Schedule is posted on SDE website
Dropout Report – Corrections

• Students that were actively enrolled after September 30
• Students that had a non-reporting basis of admission
• Edits made through on screen data entry
Dropout Report – Work in Progress

• EZ Grad and Enrollment Graduation Updates
Dropout Report – Questions

• Marked as a transfer but still appearing on dropout report?
  • Causes:
    • Name change between districts
    • STN issue between districts
    • Student never enrolled

Reach out to DIS, contact the other district or parent/guardian to confirm
Dropout Report – Next Steps

• Work on opening the twin of this report
  • Monitor students enrolled from October 1 – June 30
    • These are changes that can be made in your SIS until your rollover date
    • We will not expect you to certify, only review
Validations and Wave Wizards

• If you’re having issues with your validations or ownership wizard…reach out

• Communication dashboard will show Excellent today if…
  • Your SIS sent data without a request from the Wave
  • The state requested for data and your SIS responded with or without data
Wave Rollover

• Scheduled to start July 12, 2021
  • The Wave will be offline for 2 weeks

• The Wave will rollover and **no longer** receive FY2021 data

• Will begin accepting SY21 – 22 data once the rollover is complete
Pandemic EBT (PEBT) Validation

- District will be required to validate data provided through the Wave for PEBT program.
- Demographics
- Attendance
- Basis of Admission
- Free Reduced Status
- Economic Disadvantage Status
- Do not run any process in your SIS that would result in your local agent sending the State FY2022 data until PEBT data has been validated.
Questions

• StudentDataInfo@sde.ok.gov
• https://sde.ok.gov/student-information-documents-and-guides